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Abstract

The performances of the modern Desk Calculators are more and

more increasing. Consequently, the best feature for the definition

of a Desk Calculator seems to be prices and volume occupation. The

interactive operating mode and the low instal lat ion and maintaining

costs make the use of these computing machines very likely and

economical. A l i s t of tasks which are profitably performed in

nuclear data preparation are presented here. A lot of practical

applications are given through the formulas and the l i s t of codes

written in BASIC language, which is commonly adopted for these small

computers.

The improvement is self evident, mainly due to the adoption or* Large
Scale integrated (LSI) microprocessors with Metal O*ide Seniconductors
(MOS) and bipolar technologies,

In short, the functions af transistors and logical circuits ore now d i -
rectly implemented on silicium plates, starting from a plotted design of
the circuits, which is later reduced by a factor of about 500 with a pho-
tolithographic process,

I t is not our aim to describe this technical art of manufacturing arid
assembling computers. Nevertheless, i t can be pointed out that the impro-
vement w i l l continue in the near future because the physical l imi t for i n -
formation density is far from being reached. The human brain has an es t i -
mated information density of 10*10 bits/cubic centimeters, the genetic me-
mory of DNfl elements hos a density of the order 10*19 bits/cubic cm, whi-
le a theoretical l imit was set by Feynmann C23 and Landauer [33 at around
10+21 bits/cubic cm. Thus, the b i t commutation between two states 0,1 could
s t i l l be shared by thermal agitation, at least in theory, in a cubic space
of about S atoms each side, or 125 piled atoms.

The above considerations show th-.it i t is practically impossible to
define hat is a desk calculator by measuring i ts computing power, even
i f the power is only defined in terms of the high speed Central Memory
capability.

Where application to our sphere of interest is concerned - i .e. the
preparation and manipulation of nuclear data - we can define a desk cal-
culator as a computing machine having two essential qualit ies:

1 - I t is dimensioned, more or less, as a normal typewriting machine and
can therefore be put on a normal writing table and started by turning
a switch,

2 - The price lies approximately between ten and twenty thousand dol-
lars, so thot it can easily be bought even by a small Research Center.

UHAT IS A DESK CALCULATOR ?

In the last few years a considerable improvement has been obtained in
technologies for Vhe construction of el eetromc computers,

Looking bock in time, we can remember that twenty years ago a computer
of the "first generation" used vacuum tubes, with a space occupation or m .i-
ny rooms. High power freezing plants were also needed for dissipation of
the consumed thermal energy.

More recently, about ten years ago, the volume of a bo;: of not many cu-
bic meters cauld contain a computer of the "second generation" with equi-
valent calculating power and a number of about ten thousand transistors.

Tl'ie some number of components can today be assembled on a small Suii-
cium Plate of about 20 square millimeters.

Table 1 briefly summarizes the evolution of packing al-ilaty in assem-
bling the computer components and the corresponding scale of information
m bits/cubic centimeter C13.

TABLE 1

Evolution of computers (about 10000 components are assumed)

SYSTEM
Vacuum tubes <1?S5)
Transistors <1965>
LIS-MOS (1975)

VOLUME <mt2i>
2 0

lOt(-7)

PFfKL<*>
10*6
10+S
10+2

PITS/CUBIC CM
10+C-2)

1
10+8

NUCLEAR DATA AND DESK CALCULATORS

The neutron motion inside a reactor is described by assuming neutrons
as classical particles. Balance equations, such as diffusion or transport
equations, are therefore taken for motion description. But the interac-
tions between neutrons and materials ore governed by the laws of quantum
theory, Quantum theory enters in the balance equations through the equa-
tion coefficients, which are essentially macroscopic cross sections.
Thus, the importance of neutron cross sections and of the other nuclear do-
to is evident in the design, construction and economy of nuclear reactors.

Let us now try to define the field of applications for nuclear data.
To this end, a general view of the work which must be done, will be useful.

The prep-oration of nuclear dnta for reactor calculations and experien-
ces is a job which runs through the following steps:

1 - collection of the most recent data, both experimental and evaluated,
which can be found in literature or by private communications, for each or
the following energy regions:

a) Resolved resonances;
b) Unresolved resonances;
c) The continuum,

2 - Selection and evaluation of the most reliable data for each energy
region (cross sections or parameters for a proper theoretical model).

3 - Compilation of the final selected data by writing them in a pre-
f x;:ed sequence given by some rules on pasi tion and Formats, rpsulting in
the so called "FILES".
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It is well known that the FILES most commonly used ore those named

by the initials ENDF/B, LLL, UKNDL, KEDAK and SOKRATOR which indicate
the American <E?.rookhaven £ Livermore), English, German and Russian FILES
respectively.

The above mentioned steps may be very cumbersome because collection,
evaluation and printing regard a very large number of data, even ir" only
one isotope is considered.

To give an idea of the volume or" data which must be considered
and written usually on punched cards in rows or" 80 columns, let us re-
member some dimensions of files for elements in EMDF/B. edition iv;

Si
Cr
Fe
U-235

10523 cards
8321 cards
828S cards
6759 cards

Such a large number or" data can only be stored and manipulated by means
of a big computer which has large volumes of memories with a capabxlxt_
or" many megabytes, both of R A M (Random Access Memory) and or" permanent
type, using magnetic tapes and disks of peripheral units, The last sto-
rages, being "permanent", can be used as archives for data which are
continually renewed and modified by up to date information.

Nevertheless, in order to arrive at the final compilation of a file,
even of one isotope, all the data must be evaluated one by one with the
best possible accuracy, fit this point, it is essential that a set of cal-
culation programs of -quite easy access and usage should be available.

The programs must apply to the calculations in order to checK the good
agreement between theoretical calculations and experimental data in spe-
cial energy ranges.
Most frequently we observe large discrepancies among experimental data of
different Authors and Laboratories, Hence, theoretical calculations are
needed for a good evaluation of data which are ta be put in file.

Moreover, the theoretical models always make use of parameters which
are obtained by a systematic analysis of experimental data, mainly in
the energy region of resolved resonances.

The principal parameters which must be determined are the following:
a) Thermal cross sections (capture,absorption,fission and total);
b> Resonance integrals with and without l/v contribution (reduced)t
c) potential scattering amplitude and cross section for slow

neutrons;
d) Average level spacing <D> and Level Density parameter "a"i
e) s- and p-wave neutron Strength Functions;
O Individual resonance parameters (l~state,energy Er,spin J,

Widths p) ;
g) Neutron and radiative average widths, for s- and p-waves.

The preparation of these data and the checking of their consistency
with each other, as well as their ability to fit the experimental data
correctly, must be done with a procedure of "trial and error" which can
best be done with an interactive Unit of calculation and storage.
With such a Unit, the evaiuator talks and works better in that he has a
step by step execution which permits changes of data, a quick calculation
and plotting of results with comparison of sources and models.
The "BATCH" mode of feeding a computer of high power with inputs and pro-
grams (for the sake of simplicity henceforth called Maxicamputer)» is com-
monly used procedure: but it does not permit an interactive mode of ope-
ration which is instead obtained if Tirae Sharing Operation <TSO) is used.

The operation mode of the modern desk computers tsenceforth caned Mi-
nicomputers) is quite similar to the TSO mode or" a Ha <icomputer,

So, for a better understanding of the advantages gi -en to the evaiua-
tor at same stages of nuclear data preparation by the use of a minicom-
puter, let us summarize the characteristics most commonly found in the
two types of computers or operation modes.

TABLE 2

MflXICOMPUTER (batch) I MINICOMPUTER (or TSO)

RAM capacity: megabytes
PERIPHERALS: disks and tapes
PLOT: by peripheral units
LANGUAGE: Fortran, etc.
INPUT: cards,tapes
WORKING MODE multiprogramming
STOP: only by program statements
DEBUG: only by program statements
TRACE: only by program statements
DATA CHANGING: none during execution
CHAIN/LINK:only by program statements
5VNTAX CONTROL:on the whole program

8-48 kilobytes
disks(rloppy),tapes(cartridges)

and/or by integrated printing unit
extended BASIC,etc,
keyboard,disks,tapes
t-y operator*s decision

and/or by keyboard command
step by step execution

and/or by keyboard command
in execution too (step condition)

and/or by keyboard commend
at each entered lir.e

The above table clearly shows that the decisional power or the ope-
rator is greatly increased by the use of a Minicomputer, since at each
time he can use the keyboard to stop the program, check the value of any
variable, change it, restart, or ask for a printed trace of the logical
flow or" the program.

Such flexibility is particularly appreciated when checking a new in-
put or a new code, as it often happens in preparation of nuclear data
files.

The same interactive operating made or" a minicomputer is obtained with a
TSO (Time Sharing operation) working mode of a maxicamputer, Nevertheless,
there are at least two good reasons to prefer the use of a minicomputer.

The first one is that the entering procedures and instruction manual of
a TSO terminal are usually more complex (passwords needed, out of service
intervals, long replication time in some periods crowded with users, etc,)

The second one is that the existence of TSO terminal units implies the
existence of a big master calculation center with expensive transmission
lines (wireless, telephone cable) for efficient communication,
Such apparatus may have too high an installation and mantainanee cost.

On the other hand, for nuclear data preparation, there are a lot of
applications which can efficiently be done by a small computer.

It will be useful to write down a list of tasks which are profi-
tably performed with the aid of a desk calculator.

£1> The list or" parameters of resolved resonances, their grouping
in s-, p- or d-wave classes and the shift from one group to the
other after comparison with experimental cross sections or af-
ter application of statistical tests.

<2> The quick modification on the keyboard of some file parameters
which must be changed as a consequence of the above mentioned
"trial and error" procedure.
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s3> Sbobisticol analysis of the resonance widths and spacings, with
determination of average values, standard deviation and errors*
and a comparison with theoretical distribution.

<4> Strength function determination* for s- and p-wave resonances.
<5> Calculation of thermal cross sections and resonance integrals

(total and reduced),
•X6> Cross section calculations in some energy checking points,

mainly in the resolved and statistical region,
•£7> Random generation of resonances from the proper spacing and width

distributions, for all the isotopes without experimental data,
for which a reasonable evaluation or' cross section is needed,

<8> Estimation of levels of negative energy, in order to take into ac-
count the l/v part of the cross section due to missed resonances,

<?> probability l >ts for estimation of unknown spin and parity of
the resonances.

•C10> Numerical integrations for averaging tabulated cross sections,
weighted over special functions such as a given flu;:,

(il> Doppler broadening or" resonances in nor row energy ranges, by
means of analytical calculation of the well Known y and ĵ
functions C4"?.

•£12> General applications, running routines in common use, e.g. least
square fits, tabulation of functions, plots of data and sta-
tistical distributions, etc.

This list or* actions clearly gwes an idea of the important role which
a desk calculator can have in the preparation of nuclear data.

in order to see some of the above calculations in a practical way, let
us look at some programs which regard data determination of the resolved
resonance region.

Table 3 presents a typical list or' calculations which can be obtained
by the operator by manually pushing some special keys on the desk compu-
ters, Such special keys are present in almost all the computers of this
type, They transfer the control of a running code to every prefixed sta-
tement. Thus, by going to the statements of a main program which recalls
and links the requested routines, the operator can select any calculation
required,

TABLE 3

Typical options for calculation in resolved region

FKEYtt 1 : Menu of the program
FKEYtt 2 : Input file from the keyboard
FKEYH 3 •. input correction
FKEYB 4 : Stare input on disk or tape
FKEYH 5 : Recall file from disk or tape
FKEYH 6 : print the input file
FKEYH 7 : Crass sections tabulation vs, energy
FKEYtt B : plot of one cross section vo, energy
FKEYtt 9 : Resonance integral calculation
FKEYtf 0 : Staircase and linear statistics
FKEYJ*11 : Statistics of neutron widths
FKFV'rfl2 : Statistics of spacings
p"kEYttl3 : Statistics or* selected parameters
FKEY814 : Test for probability of being a p-wave (Bayes)
FKEY815 : Level density parameter "a" from D and vtceversa.
FKEYS16 : Stop of the program

Some practical suggestions can here* be given for calculations
started with FKEYtt 7, 9 and l*j which are largely used,

BRfclT-WIGNER SINGLE LEVEL AND MULTILEVEL CALCULATION.

As an example, FKEYtt 7 may calculate a single level and multilevel
Breit-Wigner, starting from the resolved resonance parameters.

Table 4 gives a set of resonance parameters printed by the desk cal-
culator following the ENDF/B format and symbols. The parameters are
those of Ba-138. The names of the quantities are in reference C5H.

Let us now try to have a better understanding of the single and mul-
tilevel Breit Wigner formulas and forget the R and S matrices till now
considered, A short analysis af the formalism will help us to w^ite down
the program in a more compact form and even to g..ve a new explanation
of what the formula means.

The usual way of writing the elastic, radiative, capture and fission
(or x-reaction) cross sections is given in flp-pendix D <frora ref.C53>.
The elastic cross section is formally the most general one and includes
three parts.

*.1> potential scattering (hard sphere scattering),
:•£'". Resonance scattering (compound nucleus elastic reaction),
i3: interference between •:. l; and f2'>.

Thus, 11 can be written in matrix form as a common quadratic expression,
e.g., (we shall use the BASIC syntax for formula representation).

* 6

6 9

in which the interpretation of the central matrix is well known. It intro-
duces a tnetrization of the space (is a "metric" or a fundamental tensor of
the reference space) where the diagonal elements give the metric scale on
the axes, while the off diagonal elements give the interference between
the axis scales due to their "non-orthogonality". In fact, orthogonality
means independence among the reference a:*es.

Having clarified the concepts, let us go bock to ti.e BW formula.
If we introduce the quantities:

= E-EJ (J=resonance index)

> ojx=(

c<j,k)=ujxuk

is ti.e complex conjugate)

symmetric matrix nxn (j,k=l,2,3,....n resonances)

With these notations we can write the resonance part of the single
or multilevel BU cross section m the very synthetic farm:

crass section for x—reaction = '£_ *• *C*Z

where capital Z is the column vector of zj, Z* i^ the row vector of zj""
and the central (nxn> matrix c is the space metric with elements ujxuk,

in the vectorx-matrixxvectar product the contribution of tire diagonal
elements gives a sum of pure single level ereit-Uigrier formulas, while
the off-diagonal elements give the interference between resonances.

Tiie energy space is n-Jimensioned with an axis for every width FJ
more or less orthogonal to ench oi.her depending upon the amount or in-
terference among the resonances. 241
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The matriciol formalism can be extended fco the potential scattering

representation by introducing the widths or" special type-

DEl=E*cos <4>) ( ̂  is the phase shift depending on l quantum number)

so that, for example, the elastic cross section for isolated resonance
con be written as given in Appendix C.
More clearxy than in the formula given in appendix o appears the m t w -
feren trial term between the resonant and potential scattering.

We cannot here explain such a representation in much detail, but let
us merely observe the following points:

1) The central matrix C is essentially the product or' the reduced width
amplitude (i.e. square root of P ) or e-ich resonance.

2) The z vectors are curvilinear axes (Riemann space). Each element nj
is geometrically a "reflection" of the point aj on the complex
plane (E,I*> with respect to a unit circle centered m resonance
energy EJ (see fig.I).

3) The products or" all the reduced width amplitudes SQR(T*n-xPx) form
a sequence which has an uncertainty in the algebraic sign (+ or -)
exepfc for the elastic reaction which is a full positive sequence,
as can easily be veriFied.

in fact, if we suppress the off-diagonal elements of the resona-
nce scattering, assuming a sum of pure BU shapes, but conserve
the interferentiai part between resonance and potential, we can
obtain a negative cross section at some energy points, The qua-
dratic form is no longer "complete" m the absence of some off-
diagonai terms. An example of such a case is given in table 5
and fig.2 where the tabulation and plot of a single level total
cross section is presented.
For more details on this problem see ref,C63,E73.

As an example, the list of instructions with the summation, through nes-
ted loops, over the tabulation energies, the l-*>totes, and resonances, is
given in Appendix A. Statement 1430 of BU code recoils the internal func-
tion RNO for the random generation of signs of the reduced amplitude when
the multilevel calculations are performed and the sequence of signs has
not been assigned.
The list is in BASIC language (Beginners All-purpose Symbolic instruc-
tion code) for an OLIVETTI P/6060 desk calculator with 16 to 48 Kbytes
of central memory, totally available to the user,

RESONANCE INTEGRAL CALCULATION

The resonance integral is the integral of the capture cross section
weighted over a standard l/E flux from the Cadmium cutoff energy 0.5 eV
to infinity. It is usually experimentally measured and must therefore
be checked by calculation, starting f«om the resonance parameters.

But the resonances which were missing in experimental measurements con-
tribute to the integral with a l/v tail in the thermal group. Thus, if the
thermal cross section is Known, the resonance integral can be normali-
zed to the capture cross section at the thermal energy, O.Q2i>3 ey or

2200 meter per second, which is the most probable speed.
The formula which can be used for analytical integration of BU formula

lo (ref.LBJ), is given m Appendix B.
When the integration problem does not concern isolated resonances

and i/E weighting flux, the integration must be done numerically, from
a grid of unequally spaced points because the resonance shape requires
c\ denser set of points near the peaks.

In all these cases it is very important to have ci good general rou-
tine of numerical integration. One of the best and most UP to date is the
Romberg method C103 but it is applicable only to equally spaced points.

Nevertheless, an extension of the method to the general case has been
obtained C113* which proves to be very efficient for any numerical ir.te-
tegration. it can be written easily for a desk calculator and can of-
ten be used in the problems of resonance integral calculations or in
flux averaging within energy groups,

The usual Romberg quadrature method for- evenly spaced points is a par-
ticular case of the generalized Romberg method. The same happens for the
trapezoidal, Simpson and Villarceau rules which correspond to a Romberg
integration of order l, 2 and 3 respectively (for evenly spaced points).

For numerical integration the file of x,y values is always more con-
veniently recorded on tape or disk, which is later recalled by the in-
integration code (ftamber-3- etc.). The BASIC list of "ROME" code for Oli-
vetti p/6060 computer is given in Appendix A,

Some useful simplifications were given by Walker C123 for calcula-
tion of the resonance integral of a Breit-Uigner weighted over the l/E
flux both in the resolved and unresolved regions. The formulas given are
applicable to the resonances not too near to thermal energy (say > l ev)
because the integration is performed under the hypothesis that the reso-
nance lies essentially to the right of cutoff (i.e.:E-Er>>r/2>. In the
unresolved region the contribution of one resonance is multiplied by
the number of resonances in the integration interval, as given t-y an
assumed avev&ie spacing D. Walker's formulas are easily programmed even
for a pocket calculator and greatly help the evaluator m every circum-
s tance,

LEVEL DENSITY PARAMETER "a" AND SPACING D

It has been seen, in the previous lectures, that the level density is
related to the special level density parameter "a" through a formula
given in Appendix E from ref.CHU.

The systematic behaviour of "a" for different isotopes has been stu-
died and a general trend can be given vs. z and A. Briefly, we can give n
"systematic", which will help us to check or adjust the value of a spacing
D, mainly when only poor informations can be obtained by the resonances.

If very few or no resonances have been measured, the spacing D con
only be deduced by an estimated value of "a" token by an overall and local
(i.e. by isotopes with nearest Z and A) systematic. Caution must be used
in such evaluation of "a" (an exponent in the formula!).

Thus, the direct and inverse calculations, from a to 0 and from 0 to o,
can be included among the most important part of the evaluation work.

The inverse calculation D - a implies the solution of the tran-
scendental equation by an iterative method. The cade DADI, in Appendix
A, is written in BASIC language for the Olivetti P/6060 desk calculator,
and performs both the direct and inverse calculations. For the latter, a
subroutine is recalled which gives D for ony "a". An iterated loop chan-
ges che "a" of each iteration in such a way that for a requested spacing
DS we have:
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a(i+l)=o(i)-lag(DS/DO)

where 00 is the actual value from iteration i. I iert.itions ar-e stopped
when.

ftBS<(D5-DO>/0S> < l.E-6

The convergence is quickly obtained.

1) A RAM memory of 32 to 48 Kbytes
2) A silent printing unit of high speed (about l row/sec or more)
3) Plotting facilities included in the language system
4) Floppy disit unit (better with 2 drives)
5) BASIC extended language permitting string manipulations
6) Facilities for peripherals (cartridge tape and plotting units)
7) Interfaces for usage as a TSO terminal, for power expansion.

The above features will probably be found in a pocket calculator in
five or si:; years. But how much work could we do in tire same period ?

TEST FOR PROBABILITY OF BEING A P-WAUE (Bayes* theorem)

The observed D <=Dobs) is normally deduced by the s-wove resonance
spacing. It is therefore important to eliminate any p-wave resonance in
the s-vave set. Except for isotopes with a great p-wave strength function,
p-wave resonances are very small and often cannot be detected. Moreover,
the l-ossignment is not always given by e;:perimeritors and some criteria
hove to be adopted by the evaluatov* for such attribution.

A method suggested by Bollinger and Thomas C13U assigns to each reso-
nance a probability or" being a p-wave on the basis of its size. Once the
probability p is found, on the basis of Bayes theorem the resonance is as-
signed to the p-wave group if P > 0.5. The suggested formula for p is
given in Appendix F. The formula can be programmed on a desk calculator
thus immediately giving the evaluator the opportunity to check if the
residual set of s-wave resonances is consistent with other experimental
data, e.g. the thermal cross section and resonance integral.

The probability test can help the evaluator to select the resonances
but, in our experience, the Bayes limit P=0.5 must be shifted for many
coses to higher values. It is better to eliminate spurious p-waves pro-
gressively starting with the limit, say, of p-0.8> and iterating the pro-
cedure* checking the consistency each tume and lowering P little by little.

DEFORMATION BETA FROM QUADRUPOLE ELECTRIC MOMENT

It has been seen in the lectures concerning the systematic of parame-
ters, that the deformed status of nuclei can explain same of ti.eir fc-eha-
hoviour. The deformation can be deduced by the quadrupole electric moment
Q or intrinsic electric quadrupole momentum Qa through a formula given in
Appendix G.

A procedure is there suggested to solve the non linear equation in un-
known BETA by splitting it into three parts which form a quadratic equa-
txQTi. Iterations are needed to complete the procedure,

NOTE: The present typescript has been written corrected and stored
on Floppy disk os a file "Text" of OT» Olivetti P/6060 desk
calculator,

(E-E^+i
is • reflection with respect to

the unit circle

space

CONCLUSIONS

U© have given a panoramic view of what it; i=» possible to do by m<?ans or
a -desk calculator. A very long list of many other actions cnuid be given.
Hence, it will be better to stop the description and go back to the cha-
racteristics which can be required, at the present time, of a desk calcula-
tor efficiently used in our field of interest.

Fi*. 1 - The spsce of Breit-Wigner representation
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APPENDIX A

0010 REM x BW CODE : CHAINED TO <ENDFB> FOR CROSS SECTION CALCULATION x
0020 DIM A(6),B(3,6),C(3.6),D(3.A).E<200,6>,S<6),P(6),F(3),G(7,4)
0030 FILES ENDFAiFIPLO
0050 : ' CCCCCCCCCCC' CCCCCCCCCCC' CCCCCCCCCCC' CCCCCCCCCCC' CCCCCCCCCCC' CCCCCCCCCCC
0060 : »#. #tH»H#**'^Htt. HttttH«****t*tt. HttHI4H*A*Att
0100 DISP " RECALL DATA FROM (ENDFA) FILE"
0110 RESTORE :1
0120 FOR J=l TO 6 STEP 1
0130 READ :1.A(J>
0140 NEXT J
0150 FOR J0=l TO A(5) STEP 1
0160 FOR J4=l TO 6 STEP 1
0170 READ :l,B(-J0.J4>
0180 NEXT J4
0190 FOR J4=l TO 6 STEP 1
0200 READ :l.C(J0..J4>
0210 NEXT .J4
0220 LET J9=l
0230 FOR Jl=l TO C(J0.5) STEP 1

0240 FOR J4=l TO 6 STEP 1
0250 READ :1.D<J1.J4>
0260 NEXT J4
0270 FOR J2=J9 TO J9+D(J1.6)-1 STEP 1
0280 FOR J4=l TO 6 STEP 1
0290 READ • 1 ,E(J2,J4)
0300 NEXT J4
0310 NEXT J2
0320 LET J9=.J9+D(J1,6)
0330 NEXT Jl
0340 NEXT JO
0350 PRINT "DATA ON <ENDFA> FILE HAVE BEEN RECALLED FROM DISK"
0360 DISP "INITIAL ENERGY= "i
0370 INPUT El
0380 DISP "FINAL ENERGY= "i
0390 INPUT E2
0400 LET J5=E0=0
0410 FOR JO=1 TO A(5) STEP 1
0420 IF (El>B(.J0.2))0R (E2<B(.J0,1) ) THEN 1990
0430 LET J5=J0
0450 DISP "TABULATION STEP FOR ENERGY= "i
0460 INPUT E3
0470 DISP "0.0=no plot III I.K for plot G(I.K)",
0480 INPUT N1.N2
0490 IF Nl*N2=0 THEN 560
0500 LET U0=0
0510 SCRATCH :2
0520 WRITE :2.INT((E2-E1)/E3+1>,WO
0530 LET Y1=1E63
0540 LET Y2=-Y1
0550 PRINT TAB<26);"RE«UE5TED CROSS SECTION"
0560 REM * CROSS SECTION CALCULATION »
0570 REM HUH LOOP ON ENNERGY Illlll
0580 FOR EO=E1 TO E2 STEP E3
0590 LET J0=.J5
0600 IF <EO-B(.J0,l))*(E0-B<J0,2>>>0 THEN 1920
0610 FOR J=l TO 7 STEP 1
0620 FOR J6=l TO 4 STEP 1
0630 LET G(J,J6)=0
0640 NEXT J6
0650 NEXT J
0660 LET J9=l
0670 REM Illlll LOOP ON L-STATES Illlll
0680 FOR Jl=l TO C<J0,5) STEP 1
0690 LET K1=FNA(D(J1,1),EO)
0700 LET L1=1/K1
0710 LET RO=(1.23xD<Jl,l)*<l/3)+0.8)/10
0720 LET R1=K1*RO
0730 LET S(1)=O
0740 LET 81=1+R1*2
0750 LET S<2)=-1/91
0760 LET 82-9+3*R1^2+RlA4
0770 LET !>(3)=-(18+33>RlA3>/lil2
0780 LET P(1)=R1
0790 LET P(2)=R1^3/Q1
0800 LET P(3)=R1A5/Q2
0810 LET R:.'=C(JO,2)*K1
0820 LET F(1)=R2
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0830 LET F<2)=R2-ATN<R2>
0840 LET F<3)=R2-ATN<3*R2/(3-R2A2>)
0850 LET G(1,1)=4*PI*L1*L1*SIN<F<1>)A2
0860 LET G(1.2)=12»PI»L1«L1*SIN<F(2))A2
0870 LET GU.3)=20xPI*LlxLlxSIN<F<3)>A2
0880 LET G<1,4>=GU,1>+G<1,2>+G<1.3>
0890 REM «m LOOP ON RESONANCE Will
0900 FOR J2=.J9 TO J9+D(J1,6)-1 5TEP 1
0910 DISP "E=".EOi" Er<";.J2,">=",E(J2.1>
0920 LET L=D(J1.3)+1
0930 LET K2=FNA<D<J1,1>,E<.J2,1>>
0940 LET L2=l/K2
0950 LET R3=K2*R0
0960 LET Q3=1+R3A2
0970 LET Q4=9+3*R3A2+R3A4
0980 LET PC4)=R3
0990 LET P<S)=R3A3/Q3
1000 LET p<6)=R3A5/a4
1010 LET S<4>=0
1020 LET 5<S)=-1/Q3
1030 LET SC6)=-<18+3*R3A2)/a4
1040 LET E4=P(L>*E<J2,4)/P<L+3>
1050 LET ES=E4+E(J2,5>+E<J2.6>
1060 LET E6=E<.J2,l)+E4*<S<L+3)-S<L>>/<2*P<L+3>>
1070 LET Wl=2*SIN<F<L>)*<2*<E0-E6)xC0S<F(L)>-E5xSIN<F<L)))
1080 LET W=<2*E<J2,2>+l)/<2x<2xC<.J0.1)+l>>
1090 LET W=W/UE0-E6)A2+E5A2/4>
1100 REM "W="iWi "AJ=";E<J2.2>;"LixL2";LlxL2i"E' = ".E6;"lllrir";
1110 REM "P<".L+3i">=",P<L+3>
1120 FOR J=2 TO A STEP 1
1130 ON J-l GOTO 1140,1260.1280,1300,1330
1140 LET G<2,L>=W*E4xE(J2,4)+G(2,L>
1150 ON B<J0.4> GOTO 1450,1160
1160 IF D(J1,6)=1 THEN 1450
1170 FOR J7=J2+1 TO J9+D<J1.6>-1 STEP 1
1180 LET E7=P(L)*E(J7,4)/P(L+3)
1190 LET E8=E7+E(J7.5)+E(J7,6)
1200 LET E9=E(J7,l)+E7*<S<L+3)-S<L>)/<2*P(L+3>>
1210 LET U2=(2*E(J7.2)+l)/<2«C(J0,l)+l)
1220 LET W2=W2/((E0-E9)A2+E8A2/4>
1230 LET G<2,L>=G<2,L>+2*saR<W*W2*E4*E7*E<J2,4>*E(J7.4>>
1240 NEXT J7
1250 GOTO 1450
1260 LET G(3.L>=W*E4*W1+G(3,L>
1270 GOTO 1450

1280 LET G(4.L)=G<1,L)+G(2.L>+G<3,L>
1290 GOTO 1450
1300 LET G<5,L)=WXE4*E<J2,5>+G<S,L>
1320 GOTO 1450
1330 LET G(6.L)=W*E4xE<J2.6>+G<6,L>
1340 ON BCJ0,4> GOTO 1450.1350
1350 IF D(J1.6)=1 THEN 1450
1360 REM m INTERFERENTIAL PART HI
1370 FOR J7=J2+1 TO J9+D(J1.6)-1 STEP 1
1380 LET E7=P(L)*E<J7,4)/P<L+3>
1390 LET E8=E7+E(J7,5)+E(J7,6)
1400 LET E9=E(J7,l)+E7*(S(L+3)-S(L)>/<2xp<L+3))
1410 LET W2=<2*E<J7,2>+l)/-<2xC<J0,l)+l>
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1420 LET W2=U2/((E0-E9>A2+E8A2/4>
1430 LET GC6,L>=G<6,L>+2xSaR<W*W2*E4>sE7xE<.J2.6>*E(J7,6> ) »SGN (RND-1)
1440 NEXT .17
1450 LET G(7,L)=G<4,L)+G(S.L>+G(6,L)
1460 REM "G<"i.Ji ", ";Li ">=" i G (J,L) i "W1=".U1
1470 NEXT J
1480 NEXT J2
1490 REM IIIIH FND OF LOOP ON RE50NANCES Mill
1500 LET L3=L1*L1
1510 LET G(2,L>=PI*6(2,L)XL3
1520 LET G(3,L)=PIXG<3,L))SL3
1530 LET G(5,L)=PIXG(5,L)*L3
1540 LET G(6,L)=PIXG(6.L)XL3
1550 LET G(4,L)=G<1.L)+G(2.L)+G(3.L)
1560 LET J9=J9+D(J1.6>
1570 NEXT Jl
1580 REM IIMII END OF LOOP ON L-STATES Mill
1590 FOR J=l TO 7 STEP 1
1600 LET G<J,4)=G(.J.1)+G<.J,2)!G(J,3)
1610 NEXT J
1620 LET G<4,4)=G<3,4)+G(2,4)+G<1,4)
1630 FOR J=l TO 4 STEP 1
1640 LET G<7,J)=G(4,J)+G(5,.J)+G(6,J)
1650 NEXT J
1660 IF Nl*N2<>0 THEN 1860
1670 PRINT
1680 PRINT "ENERGY"."wove no."."wave length","channel radius"
1690 PRINT E0JK1.L1.R0
1700 PRINT "PARAMETERS"."1=0","1=1"."1=2"
1710 PRINT "shift factors",5(1).S<2),S<3)
1720 PRINT "pen,factors",PCI),p<2>,P<3>
1730 PRINT "phase shift",F(1).F(2),F(3)
1740 ON B<J0,4> GOTO 1750.1770
1750 PRINT "CROSS SECTI0N5"."(single level B^eit-Wigner)»,•»,» SUM"
1760 GOTO 1780
1770 PRINT "CROSS SECTIONS","(multilevel preit-Uigner)",""," SUM"
1780 PRINT "pot.scattering",GC1.1).G<1,2),G(1,3),G<1,4)
1790 PRINT "res.scattering",G(2.1),G<2,2),G(2.3),G(2,4)
1800 PRINT "resxpot scatt,",G(3.1>.G(3,2),G<3.3),G<3,4)
1810 PRINT "total elastic",G<4,1),G(4,2),G<4,3).G<4,4)
1820 PRINT "capture»,G<5,l>,G(5,2),G(5,3),G<5.4)
1830 PRINT "fission",G<6,1),G(6,2),G(6.3),G(6.4)
1340 PRINT "total",G(7,l),G<7,2),G<7,3),G(7,4)
1850 IF Nl*N2=0 THEN 1920
1860 WRITE -.2,EO,G(N1.N2>
1870 IF G(N1,N2X=Y2 THEN 1890
1880 LET Y2=G(N1,N2>
1890 IF G(N1,N2)>=Y1 THEN 1910
1900 LET Y1=G(N1,N2)
1910 PRINT EO,G(N1,N2),
1920 NEXT EO
1930 REM Illlll END OF LOOP ON ENERGY Will
1940 IF Nl*N2=0 THEN 2050
1950 PRINT
1960 PRINT "III CROSS SECTION G (" ;N1;", "i N2i ") STORED FOR PLOT ON FILE<FIPLO> III"
1970 PRINT "ABSCISSA min=";El;" max=" iE2j "HUH ORDINATE l»in=";Vli" l»a>!="iY2
1980 LET E1=EO
1990 NEXT JO



2Q00 IF J5>0 THEN 2050
2010 DISP " ENERGY OUT OF RANGE"
2020 DELAY SO
2030 GOTO 360
2040 DEF FNA(A,E0)=2.19685E-3*S8R<E0)*<A/<A+l>>
20S0 CHflIN "ENDFB"
2060 END
0010 REM * BU2 CODE : CHAINED TO <ENDFB> FOR RESONANCE INTEGRAL CALCULATION *
0020 DIM ft(6).B(3.65,C(3,6),0<3,6>.E(200,6).5(6).P<6>,F(3),G(7,4)
0030 FILES ENDFA
ooso :' ccccccccccc'ccccccccccc•ccccccccccc'ccccccccccc•cccceeccccc•ccececcccce
0060 : « * . Htt»t»ttAAAAt»tt. #ttttH*AAAAHtt. HttttttM*'-AA#H . HtttttM»AAAAHtt. HttHtttt A A A A t t t* .
0100 DISP " RECALL DATA FROh <ENDFA> FILE"
0110 RESTORE :1
0120 FOR J=l TO 6 STEP 1
0130 READ :l,fl(J>
0140 NEXT J
0150 FOR JO=1 TO ft(5) STEP 1
0160 FOR J4=l TO 6 STEP 1
0170 READ :l,BU0,J4>
0180 NEXT J4
0190 FOR J4=l TO 6 STEP 1
0200 REftD :l,C(J0,J4>
0210 NEXT J4
0220 LET J9=l
C2?0 FOR Jl=l TO C(J0.5) STEP 1
0240 FOR J4=l TO 6 STEP 1
02SO READ :1.D(.J1.J4>
0260 NEXT J4
0270 FOR J2=J9 TO J9+D(J1,6>-1 STEP 1
02B0 FOR J4=l TO 6 STEP 1
0290 REflD :1,ECJ2,J4)
0300 NEXT J4
0310 NEXT J2
0320 LET J9=.J9+D<J1.6>
0330 NEXT Jl
0340 NEXT JO
0350 PRINT "DATA ON <ENDFft> FILE HAYE BEEN RECALLED FROM DISK"
0360 DISP "LOWER INTEGRflTION ENERGY= "i
0370 INPUT El
0380 DISP "UPPER INTEGRflTION ENERGV= ".
0390 INPUT E2
0400 DISP "Ther.CROSS SECTION {for 1/V} = ";
04If) INPUT S
0420 FOR JO=1 TO ft(5) STEP 1
0460 REM * RESONflNCE INTEGRAL CflLCULflTION *
0470 PRINT
0480 LET 50=S2=0
0490 LET J9=l
OSOO PRINT "Res.t*11,11 INTEGRflL"." SUM TOTAL"
0S1O FOR Jl=l TO C(J0,5) STEP 1
0S20 FOR J2=J9 TO J9+DU1.6)-1 STEP 1
0S30 LET L1=1/FNE(D(J1,1),E(J2,1>)
0540 IF E(J2.1)<=0 THEN 320
0S50 LET Gl=<2*E(J2.2>+l>/(2x<2XC(J0,l)+l)>
0560 LET Sl=4*PIxLl*LlxGlx<E(.J2,4>XE(J2,S>/E(J2,3>A2>
0570 LET X1=E1/E(J2,1>
1580 LET X2=E2/E<J2.1>
0S9O LET M=S8R<H-E<J2.3)A2/(4*F.(..12.1>A2>>
U600 LET H=E(J2.3>*E<J2>3>/(4xMxMxE(J2,l>XE(J2.1>>
0610 LET H1=S1*H
0620 LET H2=FNfUX2,M>

0630 LET H3=FNA(X1.M>
0640 LET S0=2*FNC (XI) -FNC <X2) + <2+M) /M/S8R (2* (Ntl)H (FNB <H2) -FNB <H3) )
0650 LET H4=BTN(FND<X2,M>>
0660 LET H5=ATNCFND<X1.M>>
0670 IF FND(X2.M)>=0 THEN 700
0680 IF (H4>=PI/2)AND <H4<=PI) THEN 700
0690 LET H4=H4+PI
0700 IF FND(Xl,M)>=0 THEN 730
0710 IF (H5>=PI/2)AND <H5<=PI) THEN 730
0720 LET H5=H5+PI
0730 LET SO=S0+(2-M)/M/SHR(2*<M-l))*(H4-HJ))
0740 LET S2=S2+SO*H1
0750 PRINT J2,SO»H1,S2
0820 NEXT J2
0830 LET J9=.J9+D<J1,6)
0840 NEXT Jl
0850 NEXT JO
0860 PRINT
0870 PRINT "RESONANCE INTEGRAL = :",S2i" between"iEli" ond"iE2
0880 LET T=52
0890 IF 5=0 THEN 930
0900 LET U=2*S*SQR<0.0253)*<l/SQR<El>-l/SQR<E2>>
0910 LET T=W+S2
0920 PRINT "1/v port of INTEGRAL =" ,V, " <th , cross sec. = " ; 5i "bcivris) "
0930 PRINT
0940 PRINT "TOTAL RESONANCE INTEGRAL =",Tj" bet«een";El i " nTid",E2
0960 DEF FNA<X.M)=SQR<2*X*(M+1)>/(M+X)
0970 DEF FNB<X)=0.5»LOGC(1+X)/<1-X>>
0980 DEF FNC<X)=1/S8R<X)
0990 DEF FNDCX,M)=SQR<2*X»(M-1))/«M-X)
1000 DEF FNE<ft,X)=2.1968SE-3".5QR<X)x(A/<ft+l))
1010 PRINT
1020 CHAIN "ENDFB"
1030 END
0010 REM x < D A D I >
0020 PRINT "
0030 PRINT
0040 :tttttttt.Htt HttH.ttH tttttttttt. Htttt HttHHt*. tttt* Httittttititt, ttB
0050 FKEY ttl,5TART 130:
0060 FKEY tt2, START 220.
0070 FKEY H3,START 490:
0080 FKEY H4,START 440:
0090 FKEY H16,START 1090'
0100 LET Z0=0
0110 DISP " SELECT A KEY OPTION";
0120 STOP
0130 REM
0140 PRINT TAB(28)
OlbO PRINT TAB(20)
0160 PRINT TAB(20)
0170 PRINT TAB(20)
0180 PRINT TAB<20>
0190 PRINT TAB(20)

CODE. FROM a TO <D> AND YICEVERSA
ENTER < D A D I > CODE x"

* KEY OPTIONS *
"KEY OPTIONS"
"KEY Ml: MENU"
"KEY «2: INPUT"
"KEY M3: FROM a TO Dob5"
'KEY tt4: FROM Dobs TO a"
'KEY ttl6: THE END PROGRAM EXIT"

0200 PRINT
0210 GOTO 110
0220 ON ZO+1 GOTO 230,260
0230 PRINT " A"iTAB<13) , "I",TfiB(22) . "BriCMeU] " ; TAB (33) ; "PairingCMeVJ " ; TAB (SO) i
0240 PRINT "D(a)Ceg3"iTAB(64),"aCl/ey3"
02S0 LET ZO=1
0260 REM * INPUT x
0270 LET Cl=0.146
0280 DIM F(2) 247
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From Dobs to a

0290 LET C9=l
0300 DISP " TARGET MAS5 NUMBER = "I
0310 INPUT Al
0320 IF A1=9999E63 THEN 1100
0330 LET fll=Al+l
0340 DISP " TARGET SPIN = ";
0350 INPUT Ft
0360 DISP " BINDING ENERGY (MEV): Bl="
0370 INPUT Bl
0380 DISP " PAIRING ENERGY (MEV)= "i
0390 INPUT Dl
0400 01SP " QUANTUM NUMBER
0410 INPUT L
0420 GOTO 110
0430 STOP
0440 REM
0450 LET C9=2
0460 DISP "FIRST GUESS LEVEL DEN5ITV : o= ";
0470 INPUT A2
0480 GOTO 570
0490 REM * From a to Dabs *
0500 LET C9=l
0510 DISP "LEVEL DENSITY a =";
0520 INPUT A2
0530 ON C9 GOTO 540.570
0540 GOSUB 690
0550 PRINT USING 40.Al-1.Fl,Bl,Dl.DO.A2
0560 GOTO 110
0570 DISP " REQUESTED Dobs = ";
0580 INPUT DO
0590 LET D5=D0
0600 LET N0=0
0610 GOSUB 700
0620 LET N0=N0+l
0630 DISP N0i"H a="iA2;n D=";00
0640 IF ABS((D5-D0)/D5XlE-6 THEN 670
0650 LET A2=A2-L0G(D5/D0)
0660 GOTO 610
0670 PRINT USING 40.S1-1,F1,B1,D1,D0,A2
0680 GOTO 110
0690 REM * SUBROUTINE FROM a TO Dobs
0700 LET U=B1-D1
0710 LET A3=2/3
0720 LET 51=Cl»5QR<A2*U)»AlAfl3
0730 LET S2=2*5!
0740 LET R=EXP<2*SGR<A2»U>>
0750 LET R=R/C12*SQR(S2>>
0760 LET R=R/<U*<A2*U>*0.25)
0770 LET 53=0
0780 LET 11=0
0790 IF F1O0 THEN 830
0800 LET Nl=l
0810 LET F( l )=0 .5
0820 GOTO 360
0830 LET Nl=2
0840 LET FU>=Fl+0.3
085G LET F<2)=Fl-0.5
0860 LET 11=11+1
0870 LET F3=FUi>
0880 LET El=ftBS(F3-L)

w

_l

SUBROUTINE RETURN

THE END. < D ft D I > CODE EXIT

0890 LET E2=F3+L
0900 LET F4=E1-1
0910 LET S4=0
0920 LET F4=F4+1
0930 IF F4>E2 THEN 980
0940 LET A3=<F4+0.5)*2/S2
0950 LET H=<2*F4+1)*EXP<-A3>/S2
0960 LET S4=54+H
0970 GOTO 920
0980 LET 53=S3+S4
0990 IF IKN1 THEN 860
1000 LET B2=0.5*R*S3
1010 LET DO=1E6/B2
1020 REM
1030 RETURN
1090 PRINT
1100 PRINT "
1110 END
0010REM « ROMBERG INTEGRATION FOR EVEN AND NOT EVENLY SPACED POINTS *
0020 PRINT " * <ROMB> CODE *"
0030 FKEY Ml.START 290:
0040 FKEY »2,START 430:
0050 FKEY tt3. START 590:
0060 FKEY H4.START 740:
0070 FKEY »5,START 740:
0080 FKEY H6.START 1480:
OOVO FKEY ttl6,START 1650:
0100 GOSUB 120
0110 GOTO 170
0120 PRINT
0130 PRINT
0140 RETURN
0150 DISP "KEY 0PTI0N5. KEY HI = MENU"i
0160 STOP
0170 REM NUMERICAL ROMBERG INTEGRATION FOR EVEN S NOT EVENLY SPftCED POINTS
0180 REM
0190 DIM C<5,5).D(5)
0200 DATA 1.0,0,0.0.4,-1.0,0.0,64.-20,1,0.0,4096.-1344,84,-1.0.1048576
0210 DATA -348160.22848.-340.1.1.3,45,2835,722925
0220 LET R=0
0230 RESTORE
0240 READ C (1. 1) ,C (1,2) , C U , 3) ,C<1.4) ,CU,5> ,C(2.1) ,C(2.2) ,C (2, 3> ,C<2, 4) ,C (2, 5>
0250 RE«D CC3.1).C<3,2).C<3.3).C(3,4),C<3.5),C<4,1),C(4,2),C(4,3),C<4.4)
0260 READ C(4.5>.C(S.1).C(S.2).C(5.3>.C(5,4),C(5.S)
0270 READ D(1),D(2),D(3),D(4>,D<S)
0280 GOTO 150
0290 PRINT
0300 PRINT TftB(9);"ROMBERG INTEGRATION FOR X.V PfiIRS"
0310 PRINT
0320 PRINT TAB<5)i"KEY OPTIONS"
0330 PRINT
0340 PRINT TflB(5)i"KEY »1:
0350 PRINT TAB(5)i"KEY «2:
0360 PRINT TAB(5)i"KEY »3:
0370 PRINT TAB<5)i"KEY #4:
0380 PRINT TAB<5)i"KEY H5:
0390 PRINT TAB<5)i"KEY H6:
0400 PRINT TAB(5)j"KEY »16:The end. progrom e:<it"
0410 GOTO ISO
0420 REM
0430 REM * INPUT FROM KEYBOARD
0440 REM

Menu"
Input from Keyboard"
Input from disk file <FIPLO>"
Integral calculation"
Change of integration order ond interval"
Input print from disK"
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INPUT FROM DISK FILE •

INTEGRAL CALCULATION *

0450 LET RS=O
0460 DISP "NUMBER OF POINT PAIRS = "i
0470 INPUT N
0480 DIW X(100),Y(100»
0490 PRINT " I","X<I)"i"V(I>"
0500 FOR 1=1 TO N STEP 1
0510 DISP " X C M i •) = "•
0520 INPUT X(I)
0530 DISP " Y C M i ") = " i
0540 INPUT ¥ ( I )
05S0 PRINT I.X<I>iV<I>
0560 NEXT I
0570 GOTO 150
0580 REM
0590 REM
0600 REM
0610 GOSUB 120
0620 FILES FIPLO
0630 LET RB=O
0640 RESTORE :1
0650 READ :1.N.E1
0660 PRINT "NUHBER OF POINTS FROM DISK FILE =
0670 FOR 1=1 TO N STEP 1
0680 IF EDO THEN 710
0690 READ :1,X(I).Y(I>
0700 GOTO 720
0710 READ :1,X(I),Y(I).E
0720 NEXT I
0730 REM
074C REM
07S0 REM
0760 LET R=0
0770 PRINT
0780 OISP "LOWER LIMIT INDEX =";
0790 INPUT Nl
0800 DISP "UPPER LIMIT INDEX =";
0810 INPUT N2
0820 DISP "INTEGRATION ORDER ="i
0830 INPUT II
0840 PRINT "INTEGRATION ORDER = "ill
0850 IF <I1>S)OR (IK1) THEN 900
0860 GOTO 910
0870 REM
08SO REtt
0890 REM
0900 LET 11=1
0910 LET 12=11-1
0920 LET M1=2*I2
0930 LET N3=N2-N1
0940 LET N4=N1
0960 LET 13=0
0960 LET R2=0
0970 ON II GOTO 10B0.1060.1040,1020.980
0980 IF N3>16 THEN 1100
0990 LET 11=11-1
1000 LET M1=2"MI1-1>
1010 GOTO 970
1020 IF N3>=8 THEN 1100
1030 GOTO S90
1040 IF N3>=4 THEN 1100
1050 GOTO 990

1060 IF N3>=2 THEN 1100
1070 GOTO 990
1080 IF N3>=1 THEN 1100
1090 GOTO 1350
1100 LET N5=N4+H1
1110 LET N6=N4
1120 LET M3=2AI3
1130 LET 13=13+1
1140 LET N7=N6+M3
1150 LET R1=O
1160 IF N7>N5 THEN 1220
1170 LET T=<X<N7>-X<N6>)*(<Y<N6>+Y<N7>>/2>
1180 LET R1=R1+T
1190 LET N6=N6+M3
1200 LET N7=N7+M3
1210 GOTO 1160
1220 LET R2=R2+R1*C<I1,I3>
1230 IF I3>=I1 THEN 1300
1240 LET 14=13+1
12S0 IF (I4>5)0R <I4<1> THEN 1280
1260 ON 14 GOTO 1080,1060.1040.1020.980
1270 GOTO 1300
1280 LET 14=1
1290 GOTO 1263
1300 LET R2=R2/D<I1)
1310 LET R=R*R2
1320 LET N4=NS
1330 LET N3=N2-N5
1340 GOTO 950
13S0 LET R8=R8+R
1360 PRINT "INTEGRAL BETWEEN }(<";N1;">="iX<Nl>i"and'
1370 PRINT "AND CUMULATIVE INTcGRPi. = ";R8
1380 DISP "INTEGRAL = ";R;
1390 STOP
1400 STOP
1410 GOSUB 120
1420 PRINT "I". "X<D " , "Y<I>"
1430 FOR 1=1 TO N STEP 1
1440 PRINT 1.X1D.VI1)
14S0 NEXT I
1460 GOTO 150
1470 REM
1-.80 REM
K90 REM
1500 GOSUB 1̂ 0
1510 RESTORE :1
1520 READ :1.N.E1
1530 PRINT TAB<8>."NUMBER OF POINTS FROM OISK = "iN
1540 PRINT
15S0 PRINT " I"." X(I)"." Yd)"." DY<I>"
1560 FOR 1=1 TO N STEP 1
1S70 IF Fl>0 THEM 1610
1580 READ :1,X(I).V(I>
1590 PRINT I.XCD.VU)
1600 GOTO 1630
1610 READ :1.X(I).V(I),E
1620 PRINT I,X<I).V<I),E
1630 NEXT I
1640 GOTO 150
1650 GOSUB 120
1660 PRINT TAB<25>,"» THE END OF PROGRAM <ROMB> x"
1670 END

;"X<"iN2i">=";X(N2>i"R=",R

* INPUT PRINT FROM DISK *

249



APPENDIX B APPENDIX C

RESONANCE INTEGRAL CALCULATION

The integration of a Breit-Wigner cross section, weighted over a

standard flux 1/E, can be carried through explicitly. Assuming the

cross section given by

r2/4

(E-Er)
2

with ar, E r, constants

MATRIX FORM OF THE BREIT-WIGNER CROSS SECTION

The elastic cross section given in Appendix D can be written in

matrix form as follows

<„•«•*••«

from which, by the identity

2Esin$,

21+1

i (-Esi•nV]

2 _ 1 2

V * X,
tanh

+n ]
y • x,

with the proviso that E is positive andiwhen either of the inverse

tangents has negative argument(it lies in the quadrant TT/2 to TT .

In the above expression

T2/(4E|)

and introducing the fictitious width and the energy distance

which are "energy dependent", we can write down the elastic cross

section including potential, resonance and res«Xpot# interference terms

of one isolated resonance:

-rtrn.

.a

tr n.

nj
-1*'...
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APPENDIX D 3. Fission Cross Section

NLS

£ f
D.I. THE RESOLVEP RESONANCE REGIOH

D.I.I. Single-Level Breit-Wigner Formula: LRU=1, LEF=1

The formulae appearing in Gregson, et al., omitting the resonance-

resonance interference terms are adopted. These formulae, written in the

laboratory system for all ^-values and without Boppler broadening, are

(for a particular isotope):

1. Elastic Scattering Cross Section

where

NR. T T1nrJ'fr

2JH-1
8J " 2(21+1)

where

4it
cr* (E) - ( 2 4 + 1 ) — sin3 <p
n,n ^ rl

I is the spin of the target nucleus and J is the spin of the

compound nucleus for the resonance state.

I = SPI, as given in File 2 data for each isotope

+ — > S. > rhr C O S ^ - 2 r n r ( r v ^ % ) s i " 3 P ^ ^ < ^ r sln2,

"' J . r=l (E-E^)3 + \ rr
8

2, Radiative Capture Cross Section

KLSKLS

E ffnfy
where

NR

The summation on i extends over all i-states described. There

will be NLS terms in the summation.

NLS is given in File 2 for each isotope

The summation on J extends over all possible J-states for a

particular £-scate. NR_ is the number of resonances for a given pair of

I and J values.

NRS = / ^MR,

J

NRS is given in File 2 for each X-value
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APPSHDIX E

The formula for level density parameter "a" is the following

I+s
-L- * i T , p(E)f(E,J)

P(E)
exp 2/a(E-A) 1

f(E,J) = (2J+1)
exp[-(Jtl/2)2/(2o2)]

o ' cutoff - 2K «STE-4) .A

2a2

2/3

252

K - cutoff factor • 0.146 (or other values)

APPSDNIXP

Probabil i ty to be p-wave

^F K , i i J)-1
<gr°> L l <gvl> <gr°> JJ

where

S « strength function for

-7 II "\
v^kr) - 10 A ' F. eV - penetration factor (8.-1)

a » constant (see ret. 13)
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APP3HDIX 0

DEFORMATION B FROM ELECTRIC QUADRUPOLE MOMENTUM

0.34

*n 1 n

n is the iteration index.

1+0.24

eq. to be solved

where:

a • coeff of \P R2 z QilLJ =

° J

0.2725 R Z

2

1+0.34B2 .1 0.75694 + O.25735B?
b = coeff of 2lil - ^ - r RZ Z —

| ( 5 n ) ! ° 1+0.2462^

n-1

°-2<-l

R2Z

c = -Q = intrinsic quadrupole momentum

Q * Qo (l+l>(2I+'3) K ° m a 8 n e t i c projection of I

K" = "o (I+1K2I+3) " ^

Q = 0 i f K = l = i t h e n expe r imen ta l in t s give Q .
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